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Computational Characterization of a TLR6 SNP (rs5743810) Protecting 
Elderly Individuals Against Coronary Artery Disease 

Saubashya Sur1, 2, Lutz Hamann2 and Ralf R Schumann2

1PG Department of Botany, Ramananda College, Bishnupur, West Bengal
2Institute for Microbiology and Hygiene, Charité University Medical Center, Berlin, Germany

Abstract: Age-related disease like atherosclerosis is elicited by the pro-inflammatory status in 
elderly individuals. It is an inflammatory disease predisposed by life-style and genetic host factors, 
and stimulated by oxLDL or microbial ligands. A number of single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) of the TLR system have been linked to atherosclerosis. We analysed the association of 
the TLR6 SNP (rs5743810) Pro249Ser with atherogenesis. Computational analysis of the leucine 
rich region (LRR) of TLR6 housing the SNP revealed variation in free energy, flexibility, surface 
topography, clefts, cavities, nests, functional pockets between the wild type and mutant variants. 
Conformational changes in the mutant variant were buttressed by flexibility studies. The LRR 
region of the TLR6 structure and functionality were influenced by mutation. However, MutPred 
and FoldX results pointed out that the mutant variant was not deleterious, didn’t lead to loss of helix 
or affect chaperone binding. The computational results were reinforced by clinical and statistical 
analysis, that the less functional Ser genotype had a significantly higher degree of presence in 
healthy elderly groups. This outcome indicated that genotyping of patients at risk for coronary 
artery disease may improve the risk stratification and potentially enhanced prophylactic treatment 
in high-risk populations. It also specified that this SNP could be a novel genetic marker for wellness 
during aging.

Keywords: Coronary artery disease, TLR6, SNPs, Innate immunity
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A Case Study on Effectiveness of Self-Help 

Groups (SHGs) on Women Financial 

Empowerment in Context of Daspur Block 

of Paschim Medinipur District 

APu MANNA* 
KRiSHNA DAYAL PaNDEY**

Abstract 

The concepts like financial inclusion and financial empowerment have become a catchphrase 

now and have no doubt attracted high global attention. Financial inclusion mostly in a 

simple way refers to the process of ensuring access to timely, adequate credit and financial 

services especially to the vulnerable groups such as weaker sections and low income 

groups at an affordable cost. Self help groups (SHGs), micro credit, micro insurance etc 

are really becoming few important tools and facets of financial inclusion for any country 

and especially for India. SHGs are highly considered and believed to be an important tool 

for women financial empowerment through financial inclusion. However, SHGs are not 

only bringing financial stability and growth but also facilitating and empowering women 
in many other dimensions of their social life. Self Help Groups (SHGs) works with the 

objective organising the rural poor through social mobilization, providing training and 
capacity building and provision of income generating assets. The SHGs have given a new 
lease of life to the women in their villages for their socio-economic empowerment which 

leads to sustainable development. The SHGs approach will also help them to interact in 

group meetings and collective decision making and enable them in identification and 

prioritization of their needs and resources. So, it is an important tool for women financial 

empowerment. 
This study is carried out with the objective of examining the effectiveness of SHGs in 
women financial empowerment taking Daspur block of Paschim Medinipur as the 
geographical region of study. The study found that, the numbers of SHGs (present number 
of SHGs 1198) are gradually increases over the year but all SHGs are not equally effective 
so far as women financial inclusion taken into consideration. Some groups of them are 
already stopped in their starting phase (28 SHGs). Reasons behind such conditions are 
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Financial Inclusion and Business 
Correspondent Model In India: 
An Overvies 

KRISHNA DAYAL PANDEY* 
APu MaNNA** 

Abstract 

There is no denying of the fact that our government (Centre entral State)of past and present times, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and thereby all commercial and regional rural banks have made great efforts (for example, Swabhimaan -the financial inclusion camnaion in 2011, opening up of no frill accounts, and most recently financial inclusion through Prime Minister Jan-DhanYojana etc.) towards attaining highest possible level of financial inclusion recognising the need of this for inclusive financial growth of the nation. Now, a sizeable section of the economy especially the educationally and socially weaker and low income groups are still seen not to be well included and remains outside the ambit of this system. However such efforts have not been ended up and continuously been made to have cent percent financial inclusion in future. A number of mechanisms have been continuously introduced and adopted like use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) resulting into facilities like mobile banking, internet banking etc., formation of SHCs, and importantly introduction of Business Correspondent (BC) model in 2006. Each and every mechanism adopted by govt or RBI has made a significant contribution towards the goal o financial inclusion in India. However to be more specilic, n u present theoretical paper we have especially focussed on varnou aspects of BC model and tried to provide a possible detailed prcture 

agar 
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ISBN: 978-81-928721-0-0 

GoODS AND SERVICE TAx (GST): 

A STEP TOWARDS SIMPLIFICATION 
OF INDIRECT TAXES 

Apu Manna* 

Nanda Dulal Hazra** 

Abstract 
Introduction of Goods and Services Tax (GST) in Indian economy

is the most significance and major reforms in Indian indirect tax 
system, Presently Indian indirect tax system suffers from complexity 
and cascading effect i.e. imposition of tax on tax. This cascading 
effect discourages the businessman and it also results in increase in 
price of the commodity to the ultimate consumers.In this situation 
Former Honourable Finance Minister of India MrP.Chidambaram, 
proposes to implement a consumption based single comprehensive tax 
on goods and services consumed in Indian economy by placing 115th 
constirutional Amendment Bill in the Lok Sabha on 22nd March, 2011. 
This Consumption based Idestination based Comprehensive single tar 
on goods and service consumned is popularly known as GST:GST council 

proposes to implement Dual GST system following Canadian model of 
GST The GST to be levied by the centre would be called Central GST 

(CGST) and that to be levied by the State would be called State GST 

(SGST). To monitor the interstate trade of goods and services and to 

ensure that the ultimate SGST is gone to the consumer state Integrated 

Goods and Service Tax (1GST) will be introduced. But, it is not another 

tax along with the SGST and CGST. It is just a mechanism to monitor 

Interstate trade of goods and services. With the introduction of GSTa 

large number of central taxes and state taxes will be replaced by GST 

(CST, VAT, Central Excise, Service tax, Entry tax etc.). GST has several 

benefis such as abolition of multiple taxes, simplification of indirect 

axes, lowering ad1ninistrative cost of the Govt.cost, reduction ofetfective 

lax rates etc. In this situation our paper attempts to study the proposed 

STructure of the G.ST, Impact on state revenue of 1GST and probable 

advantages and disadvantages of proposed GST in Indian economy. 

Key words: GST, SGST, CGST; IGST 
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Development of Tribal Economy and Role of 
Adivasi Women: A Case Study 

Swarup Kumar Jana 

Introduction 

In the traditional societies which lack market system, the business of 

everyday living is usually carried on gender division of labour. The division 
of labour is mainly between herding and agriculture. In all other tasks 

concerned with life in the village, such as erafts, house building. watermills 
and work on boundary walls, there is division between men's work and 

women's work. However. the boundaries are not so clearly marked, as there 

is overlapping and deviations from the rule. There are as well cases where the 

rule is inflexible and times when change is possible. Major portion of 
agriculture is done by women who do weeding, hocing. planting. harvesting 
and thrashing except ploughing (which are done by men) in the fields adjacent 

to houses or far off fields. The other activities of women include look ing after 

the house, children and cattle. Food processing and cooking is women's job. 

It is the women who with the assistance of children are largely responsible for 

the cattle, water fuel and fodder. This permits them considerable time away 

from home and the village. When they are away from home, they are free to 

talk to whomsoever they please, male or female, of any caste or ereed. As a 

consequence, communication among women and between men and women is 

as high as it is among men. Tribal women are very strong and courageous in 

the handling of environmental imperatives as can be demonstrated in the 

trekking and work pattern under the severe linitations of the harsh 

environment. Several studies dealing with pastoral societies indicate that the 

position of women in such societies is not very high because the actual care of 

the livestock and handling of economic affairs is entirely a male domain. 

Though women do not directly help in handling of livestock, they do look 

after their husbands during migrations. They cook for them and carry loads. 

The sources of subsistence and livelihood are varied so far the Indian 

tribals are concerned. Starting from the pure and simple parasitie habit of the 
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minaitim 

Tthe devwlping vnnav lthe mdla needa tumda o inventmenta whieh 

will pn ide suppnt w mnake innovatteme and te hnologh al development 
tmest tm lhdia is an nittaine r mathet, Inlia an an nvestnent 

iestinatim all over the gloe, t pvide a networking platlom to the 

ttdian basinesses ai a glolhal level and o pvide nlormation to the 

intermatinal investvrs abut investment opportunitlen in lndia t the 

the iovemment of lndia to attat and pomote productive 

Rreign Diret Invrstment (VI) hom non residents in activitles which 

signiticantly onuribute t industrialiration and Noclo economle 

developtent. The investments are also helptul to support grooving 
business sectors oe the country Horeign Direet lnvestment ('DI) is the 

ind of investment which provides suppwrts of tunds to various sectors of 

India such as Service. Televommunication, bwer, Automoblle, Petroleum 

and Naural gas, Construction activities, chemicals, and others too. FDI is 

the forein investments which has potential tor making a contribution to 

the development through the transfer of inancial resources, technology 
and innovative and improved management techniques along with raising 

rductivity This paper will examine the role of FDi for Economic 

evelopment of India. The Purpose of this paper is, "to lind out that The 

FO intow dvmin in lndia lhas any role lor economic development in 

India or not". This pnaper puts torward the case for allowing FDI in 

developing countries 
Now it has become a point ot argument whether FDI intlow doing 

right on the turn expected because several quarters are having some 
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FDI and lts Impact on Employment in Indian 

Agriculture Sector 

Mr. Manas Bhowmik 
Dr. Swarup Kr. Jana* 

Introduction 

International production producing goods and services in countries 

hat is Controlled and managed by tirms headquartered far away is largely 

rives civen by Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) flows. Over 500.000 foreign 

iliates established by 60,000 parent companies acroSs the world 
altilia 

empl 

nlaved about 35 million people in 1998 (World Investment Report 

903). Foreign attiliate sales are estimated to obtain reached $11.4 

rlion through the same timeframe. Summarizing global FDI activity 

shOw's that the worthiness of foreign aftiliate sales is approximately one 

third of global gross domestic product (GDP) and twice those of exports ot 

nroducts and services. The triad countries (European. Japan. plus the 

LUnited States) taken into account 77 percent trom the global FDI outtlows 

and 53 percent in the global FDI inflows in 1995. This concentration of 

FDI flows within western world continued through 1998, whenever they 

landed 84 percent of outflows and 66 percent of intlows. 

Developing countries share of inflows (outlows) fell from 32 percent 

to 25 percent between 1995 and 1998 largely due to East Asian financial 

crisis. Nevertheless, the developing countries share of global (inward) 

FDI stock is constantly within the remain across the 30 percent level 

World Investment Report. 1999).On the three broad sectors primary. 

manufacturing and services- FDI inside primary sectors has fallen, which 
can be a in services has risen for both developing and civilized world from 

the 19905 (World Investment Report. 199). Regarding developing 
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our duty to 

ma-Yoga amongst young wide as possible so that we 

life which reflects Swamiji's principles and ideas to the fullest. tu 

fact, if we can keep in mind the four "Yogas', prticularly 'Karna-

Yoga' not in word but in deed also, we can make our motherland 

a better place to live in and there will be harmony all around us. 

De our 
this Yoga Ideal of Karm 

rporate Swam 
vekananda' s ratoins and sprea live a 

ceful, spiritual 

The Relevance of Swami Vivekananda in 
Contemporary India 

For his immense contribution to Indian nation, the great poet, 

Rabindranath Tagore once said to Ramain Rolland,
It you want to understand Inida, study Vivekananda,
in him everything is positive, nothing is negative."

Again, in 'Discovery of India', Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru Ajit Debnath 
remarked. 

*Rooted in the past, and full of pride in India's heritage, 
Vivekananda was yet modem in his approach to life's 
problems, and was a kind of bridge between the past 
of India and her present."I would like to conclude my paper by quoting Swami Vivekananda, 
Work unto death-I am with your, and when I am gone, my spirit will work with you." 

Introduction 
Vivekananda was one of the greatest intellectuals and prominent figures in India in the early 20th century whose personality was almost unparallel in its comprehensiveness and deep sensitiveness to the evils prevalent in the socio-economic, political and moral structure of the country. His philosophical bend of mind absorbed thought provoking philosophy of J. S. Mill, Spencer, Comte, Aristotle, Hegel and Plato and beautifully blended his mystic consciousness with the absolute of the monistic idealists. This religious consciousness helped him to root out those social practices that are barriers to the realization of spirituality in the lives of the deprived and the unprivileged. He accepted the spiritual and moral essence of Hinduism, which according to him, was the essence of all the great religions of mankind. Although he took to sanyas, but for him, sanyas was not to be seclusion from the intricacies of living and its responsibility towards society, but an instrument of cooperation, an institution to serve the nation. 

Although Vivekananda had sound knowledge of the Vedantic texts and Western thought, he did not propound a new kind of philosophical system. But he tactfully aligned his spiritual outlookwith modern and practical point of view. He purged Hinduism of dogmas and raised the banner of universal truth for the welfare of mankind. The concept of seva(service) is of utmost importance of his 
life. Vivekananda's stated objective was, 'to bring to the door of the nearest, the poorest, the noble ideas that the human race has developed both in and out of India, and let them think for themselves." Social regeneration was to be constituted primarily of a religious 



awareness of the human as a reflection of God, as religion Was. 
lifeblood of India, and for any movement to endure in the direction. 
SOcial change in the country it would ideally need to ground itsel. 

Vivekananda's 
philosophy of religion was 

universalism, 

humanism 

and spiritual 
idealism 

encompassing 
not a few sections of affluent 

people but the masses. 
He aspired for a 

universal religion, that is, 

"a religion that will be equally acceptable to all minds... [and) 

must be equally philosophic, equally 
emotional, equally 

mystical, and equally 
conducive to action." 

His religious stance was to uniquely serve the social good in a 

modernizing and globalizing the society. 

The Rclevance of Swami 
Vivekananda in Contemporary 

India $¢ 

he 
the plane of religion. His social movement was extremely progresesi 

of 
and against any kind of privileging ideas or positions of the societu 

on 
He came down heavily on the notions of caste superiority. He ale castigated the . institutional and structural injustices that were perpetuated by the state. Therefore, he laid much emphasis on building up a sense of responsibility at both individual and collective levels for removing discrimination and injustices in the societv Mutually protective and inclusive social structure was his primordial 

Education 

The main focus of this modern education is human resources 

objective. 
development. Every individual has to become a source for the society. 

That is every educated person will be a useful member of the society. 

Dr. Ambedkar said, "An educated person without value, morality is 

more dangerous than a beast." According to Vivekananda, 

"Education is not the amount of information that we put into 

your brain and runs riot there, undigested, all your life. We 

must have life building, man making, and character making 

assimilation of ideas. If you have assimilated five ideas and 

made them your life and character, you have more education 

than any man who has got by heart a whole library."

According to Vivekananda, our women, should be educated as to, 

make women strong, fearless, and conscious of their chastity and 

dignity. It has been said that so long as woman was regarded mainly 

as a vehicle for sex gratification and a cheap housekeeper combined, 
so long as it is thought that "the noblest thing any woman can do is 

to be a good wife and mother," so long as women are not gladly and 

consciously recognized by men to be a part of the human race as well 
as bearers of it, that long will the ideal of the family leave much to 
be desired and the actual family remain a heavy sociological 
problem. Swami Vivekananda was a leader of epic proportions. He 
had extrenmely clear plans about human development. In his scheme 
for the upliftment of mankind, he had a very special place for the 
development of India. If humanity had to achieve progress, it was 
vital that India should develop and become vibrant. Without a vibrant 
India, mankind has no hope of even survival, let alone progress! Therefore, he worked out a detailed plan of how India could be developed. Again and again, we find him telling Women and the masses-these have to be developed first of all.' Repeatedly he said that development of women and the common people took precedence 

Religion
Hinduism is nothing but a set of shared myths, beliefs and conception acceptable to all. The basic character of Hinduism is plurality, understanding, non-violence and tolerance. Vivekananda's concern was to create a religion that was rational, linear, masculine and non-emotive. But he was equally vocal and skeptical about self-

assumed identities and questioned the authority of traditionally privileged individuals, icons and texts. He found the real essence of 
India's religion in the observance of love, service, sacrifice and 
renunciation which make people brave, courageous and pure. He 
linked a superior conception of God in Hinduism to a superior 
conception of brotherhood, tolerance, and social outcome. For 

Vivekananda, 
"the Hindoo religion does not consist in strategies and 

attempts to believe a certain doctrine or dogma, but in the 

realizing, not in the believing, but in being and becoming." 

Vivekananda was realistic enough to realize the truth that religion 
was not for empty stomachs. He elevated commitment to the 

deprived, to the plane of religious duty. The performance of this duty 

is redemptive for the benefactor. This could be relatable to justice and 

dignity in matters of institutional aid to the dispossessed and the 

destitute. Thus, Swamiji in his compassion for the downtrodden said 

"..but the crying evil in the East is not religion- they have 

religion enough- but it is bread that suffering millions of 

burning India cry out for with parched throat. They ask us for 

bread, but we give them stone. It is an insult to a starving man 

to teach him metaphysics."" 



over everything in India. In an era of consumerist weste 
women in particular soft targets and everything is prodiuo 

uthority and refrain from all evil deeds. His attitude will lead the 

sOciety 
towards goodness, progress. This is known as good human 

character. Spirituality does not necessarily mean following any 

natticular mode of God's appreciation. For him religion is the means 

which social harmony, social growth, social regeneration and 

social upliftment is to be achieved. Therefore, religion is not only 

nfined to the four walls of self-interest, it is rather a broad concept, 

an indicator of just and equal social structure and universal 

understanding. The main objective of Vivekananda is to cater to the 

basic needs and requirements of the society. To him religion was not 

the negation of reality. He wanted to live in society and performed his 

duty for the betterment of society. He retorted that increasing value 

of all individuals concomitantly increased the value of the welfare of 

the society. He reiterated that social injustices were so much linked 
to the impressive cultural heritage of the country. Therefore., to rectify 
these entrenched injustices, he prescribed a joint responsibility 
undertaken at both the individual and collective levels. 

Vivekananda realizes that freedom is the watch word of 
spirituality. Without ethical and moral upliftment freedom can by no 

means be achieved. Vivekananda maintained that religious harmony 
was equaly indispensable for the development of individual 
personality in the social and economic spheres. To him society was 
a social agent and it should not put any barrier to individual freedom. 
His realization is that freedom is the prerequisite, condition to 
preserve the rights of individuals in the society. Without equality of 
rights liberty becomes meaningless. For him freedom is a natural 
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estern culture and hence marketable in the globalized market of capitalismo duct. 
oday auth 

we must revert to Vivekananda, He says, lism. Hence "The ideal women in India are the mother, the mother firs 

and the mother last. The word women calls up to the mind of first, the Hindu motherhood; the God is called mother" of Women should get proper education. He explained that hott 
teacher and the student are active participants in the teachino.lee process. The teacher should not consider the student as a 

Confil 

arning 
mere 

physical being but as a living dynamic mind trying to manifes he 
light of the infinite soul. He should rouse the creativity within by 
igniting the mind. Constructive education caters to the in development of human personality and develops a more conseo vision of social life. It also paves the way for developing a feeling of nationalism and international understanding. 

Vivekananda's philosophy of education is based on universal principles of morality ethics, tolerance ideals of synthesis and harmony. 
Society 

The great Russian thinker and revolutionist Plekhanov says that a great man is great because 
"he possesses qualities which make most capable of serving the great social needs of his time, needs which arise as a result of general and particular causes. A great man is precisely a 

beginner, because he sees further than others and desires 
things more strongly than others."3 

phenomenon of all individuals. In his words, 
Society does not move itself. Social phenomenon is continually in the 
process of becoming. But it requires cognition to understand that 

phenomenal process. He who understands that process and can mould 
it is the epoch-maker. Thus, the role of the individual in history isan 
undisputed fact. We find that kind spirit and force in Vivekananda. 
Vivekananda vouched for a society in which the idea of peaceful co 
existence, pluralism and respectable forms of beliefs could live side 

by side without any chaos and differences. Vivekananda was very 
much aware about the importance of believing in God, in one's hie. 

So he, expressed, 

"Liberty does not certainly mean the absence of obstacles in the path of misappropriation of wealth etc, by you and me, but it is our natural right to be allowed to use our own body intelligence or wealth according to our will, without doing any harm to others."0

Finally, Vivekananda was on a mission of his own. To purify and lo modernize his countrymen's faith Vivekananda presented his hberal, human, yet scientific Hinduism as the path to peace, progress, and self-possession. Vivekananda's Hinduism was so universal, so accepting of contrary faiths, that it deserved unique respect. In a time Or besiegement of parochialism, bigotry and sectarianism differences Dased on caste, creed and religious affiliations should be put aside 
Ud a common venture should be undertaken on the basis of unity and 

"Social reform is not possible without spiritual reform." 

Society is formed by individual human being. Hence, if these peop 
believe in ultimate authority, they will feel accountable to 



mutual understanding and social good in order to achieve the 

and ideal of Vivekananda. In the present scenario we are hee 
various problems, to overcome these pressing problems we shoiula 

go 
eset b 

launch a collective venture to inculcate a collective social consciene 
perception of pluralistic society, international cooperation 

Spiritual Nationalism And Swami 

Vivekananda : A Reader's Reappraisal 

Dipanjoy Mukherjee 

understanding in line with the ideals and philosophy of Vivekanand 
ence, In view of current debate we should need a search for spiritual solace 

which we can easily find in the philosophy of Vivekananda. Todau 
the world realises that to bring peace there is no other ideology more 
proper than this. Therefore, Swami Vivekananda's messages are more 

and 

Swami Vivekananda saved Hinduism and saved India. But for 

him, we would have lost our religion and would not have 

gained our freedom. We, therefore, owe everything to Swami 

Vivekananda.-Sri C. Rajagopalachari 

relevant in present times than ever before. 
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father in 1884 he had to lead a life of harrowing hardship. He 
wandered in search of his true vocation. He wanted to dispel the 
doubts in his mind about the presence of God. He became the devoted disciple of Ramakrishna Paramhansha Dev to satisfy his religious thirst of knowing the existence of God. The death of his spiritual guru in 1886 resolved all the chaotic conflicts in his mind. He had an intuitive vision of a life of a monk to spread the divine 
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